
 

  

 
 

 Learning Objectives  

 
 Perform a client consultation/hair analysis with 

respect to hair braiding.  

 Explain how to prepare the hair for braiding.  

 Demonstrate the procedures for cornrows with 

& without extensions.  

 Demonstrate the procedures for tree braids 

with the pulling technique 

 
Please bring with you 

A live person if applicable 

Mannequin with stand 

 

Gynesis Provide 

Commercial Hair 

Finishing Products 

Threads 

Needle 

Combs 

Clips 

 

GBraids 
Crotchet 

Illusion Knotting 

 
A Different Weaving Technique  

 
 Hair braiding has always played a significant role in 

grooming and beauty practice which sounds so 

familiar for a lot of licensed stylist. In some African 

tribes, the statement is made on the appearance of the 

braids and fashion which shows a huge significant of 

the person social class. The more elaborate the braids 

are the more important the person was.  

 

Most braiding styles can last up to 3 months 

preferable to preserve the health of the hair. 

Investment in time and money is high for 

both the client and hair technician. As a stylist, 

you do not want to spend 8 to 12 hours on 

braids that can give you the same effects of 

micros and fusion weaving extension.  Gynesis 

will show you how to cut the time ½ from 2 to 

4 hours maxed with the same deliverance of 

an exclusive look for all types of hair. 

 

 Before exploring the various braiding 

techniques, it is important to have a good 

grasp of basic braiding. 

 

TRAINING FACILITY & DATES 

TUESDAYS ATLANTA LOCATION   8AM-NOON                           

 948 MARRIETTA ST NW, ATLANTA, GA 30318 

ORLANDO LOCATION                          174 OXFORD RD 

FERN PARK, FL 32730 

Back to Basic Cornrows                                $250.00 

Crotchet Braids                                                 $250.00 

    Illusion Knotting                         $350.00 for 2 hours only 

 

GBraids Session Techniques      $250.00 

You must know the basics to cornrows 

Straight Back 

Individual 

 

GBraids Session 5 Techniques     $5000.00 

You must know how to cornrow 

This is a more Advance Session 

Swoop Bangs     

Circular 

Full Bangs       

Invisible Parting 

Horizontal 

www.hairgynesis.com gbraids@gmail.com 

http://www.hairgynesis.com/


 

 

 

      

 
Classes are available for CEU 

Credits for the STATE of 
GEORGIA only 

CORNROWS 

The fundamental of braiding covers the traditional 

cornrow technique that is used in every aspect in the 

salon and fashion industry. Corn rows are worn by 

women, men, children of various hair types, length 

and textures. The more elaborate the cornrow look, 

the more skills is shown on the technician 

presentation. Corn rows are used for extensions such 

as sew-ins, tree braids, crochet braids, Ghana 

braids/feed in corn rows, up dos such as fish tail 

braids, French twist and basket weaves to name a few. 

It is also used in the hair and fashion competition 

and/or shows where the technique is used in clothing 

and accessories to increase the collections creative 

expression.  

GBRAIDS 

Tree Braids, Crotchet and Brazilian Knotting have 

been around since the 80s and it just re-invented itself 

with improved commercial hair and a variety of 

designs.  

Why GBraids? 

 It is Gynesis ways of doing Tree Braids, she has a 

vision to manipulate the braids according to a lot of 

women head shape, hair conditions and desire style, 

so it isn’t basic it is very technical.   

Tree Braids is a very low maintenance protective hair 

style that requires no combing at all; only finger 

combing and applying weave spray to calm down the 

frizz. Scalp and commercial hair can be shampooed 

weekly, depend on the size of the braids after the 2nd 

to 3rd week of applications. 

What is the purpose of this technique? 

Tree Braids is an alternative solution to sew in weave 

and less tension.   Sew in weave over time changes the 

pattern of the natural hair strands.  The condition 

changes its form from thick to weak due to the double 

tension with braiding and then the pulling of the 

thread.  If is so hard to get to the scalp and the only 

way to get a natural effect is to leave hair out to cover 

tracks and that also weakens the natural hair that is 

out due to pressing and relaxers. 

You will also notice your scalp occurring dents to 

excessive sew in where tree braids it doesn’t occurs. 

You can cleanse your scalp by utilizing Sea breeze for 

Hair Skin and Nails, or any mint like scalp cleanse to 

vanish built up and/also dandruff. Shampoo and 

conditioner is stylist/client preference that will not 

damage the natural hair and the commercial hair. 

This technique can last from 35 days to 80 days 

depend on the size with far less damaging to the 

natural hair and scalp. The scalp has natural air 

ventilation where you can massage the scalp to assist 

in supplying the blood flow for continuation growth. 

Tree braids are also great for vacation trips, extreme 

workout, weddings, proms, corporate jobs and more. 


